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“No foreign sky protected me,
no stranger’s wing shielded my face.
I stand as witness to the common lot,
survivor of that time, that place.”
ANNA AKHMATOVA
Requiem (1935–1940)

Yuri Dojc and Katya Krausova were both
born in former Czechoslovakia, having
emigrated at a young age to Canada and
England respectively, for political reasons,
when in 1968 their country of birth was
invaded by Soviet troops, who put an end
to the dream of the so-called Prague Spring
and to the democratisation of that territory.
When they began this project, Yuri Dojc was
a photographer who had made a name for
himself with his portraits of Jewish survivors
of the Holocaust, and Katya Krausova was a
successful filmmaker. They had been living
outside their country for almost 40 years. Their
paths crossed because of their shared interest
in studying the history of Czechoslovakia.
Together since 2005, they spent ten years
travelling through a Slovakia devastated by war
in search of the memories of Jewish Holocaust
survivors, their roots and their identities, in an
attempt to rescue historical Jewish culture.
The images presented in Last Folio are
the result of their work, the last testimony
of a culture, of the history of a people—a

history that came to a brutal stop when mass
deportation to concentration camps took place.
The images are unique in their authenticity
and intensity, as beautiful as they are tragic,
depicting ruins of schools, synagogues, books,
and objects. The exhibition also includes a set of
contemporary portraits of Holocaust survivors
and a film which, in a poetic way, move us and
bear witness to the scars of the Nazi tragedy
and to the destruction of Jewish culture.
Without any shadow of a doubt, Last Folio is
a painful, profound experience, a space that
shows the cultural destruction of a civilisation,
a meditation space that compels us to react, to
reflect, to question the world we live in, where
many still do not have a voice, and to demand
that freedom and tolerance be the fundamental
values of the 21st century. It is up to us to show
the will and ability to make this change happen.
RITA LOUGARES
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“Where they burn books, they will also burn people in the end.”
HEINRICH HEINE
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Education Department
Guided visits and activities for schools
and families
Bookings and info:
T. 213 612 800
servico.educativo@museuberardo.pt
www.museuberardo.pt/educacao

Guided visit
By curator Katya Krausova
29 Jan. | 4 p.m.
Ongoing activity
What memories fit in a book?
Saturdays and Sundays | 3 p.m.–6 p.m.

Exhibition book
With the artist’s photographs.
Hardcover, 290 x 310 mm,
128 pp. Published by Prestel.
English. For sale at the
museum’s shop: 50.00 €.
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